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Editorial
We’re right in the middle of ‘Lotus Season’ at the moment, and for the most part the weather has been playing along,
so I hope, like me, you’ve taken the opportunity to get the cars out and enjoyed some fair-weather motoring.
Last year was a very busy one for me, getting the garage built being the main distraction (apart from the profound
inconvenience of having to go to work all week) which was a commendable exercise in itself but I’m ashamed to say
that, on taking the car for its MOT, I found that I’d only covered 804 miles in it last year! As was often noted in my
school reports, I must try harder. To make some amends, on a day away from the office, I had a run down to
Goodwood, just to see what was going on. This is a great drive, particularly the stretch south of Petworth, and even
more so if you’re lucky enough to get a clear road as I did much of the time.

If you have a ‘favourite drive’, please let me know, it could form the basis for a Group run, and if not, I shall enjoy
giving it a try anyway.
Hopefully you’ll be as pleased as me to see the latest instalment from Richard L on the Elan restoration in this edition.
It’s looking very well progressed, but there’s clearly still a very long way to go. Richard has made a couple of visits to
my yet to be started project to check how some items are fixed and routed. It’s made me realise that I need him to
complete his car before I start mine, so I can do the same in due course. (And that’s the best excuse I’ve come up with
for not having done anything on my project so far!) My thanks to Richard for the article.
Not having a contribution from Vaughn this month may come as a surprise to many. Do not be alarmed. This month
his contribution has been as valuable as any other input he has made, he has been working away in the background
putting the newsletters together, which is the time-consuming exercise that I always struggle with each month, so,
once again, my thanks to Vaughn.

Tim Wiseman.
It is with very great sadness, and for the second consecutive month, that we have to report the loss of another of
our Members.
Tim joined NKLG in 2017 and many of you will recall seeing his Pistachio coloured (Lime Green) Lotus Europa (Type
74 ) that he had restored many years ago, or enjoyed chatting to him at one of his frequent visits to the club nights.
After some years of searching he was in the process of purchasing a red Eclat earlier in the year, although it’s not
known whether that purchase was completed.
Tim succumbed to illness in July, and the Group extends its condolences to Julie and his wider family.

NKLG BBQ.
The prospects for the North Kent Lotus Group barbeque were looking pretty bleak the day before the event. After a
long period of perfect weather conditions (perhaps too hot on occasions) the heavens opened in true British Summer
fashion on the Saturday, to the point that even if the weather was better on the Sunday the ground may have been
too waterlogged to stage the event. As it was, all such concerns were unfounded, and although the skies were grey to
start with it turned into a perfectly acceptable, warm day.
Having enjoyed perfect weather and ideal facilities last year at The Moody Mare we returned to the same venue, and
the turn-out was even better than last year, with 40 members and 16 Lotuses (+ one novelty guest in the form of my
son’s classic mini, which attracted some attention and prompted a few trips down memory lane). Whilst the weather
wasn’t quite so perfect as last year the consensus seems to be that the food was better, particularly the fish, which
was seemingly the weak-link last year.
Unlike general car shows, where we all wander off in different directions, we have a ‘captive audience’ at this event,
and I think everyone there enjoyed the opportunity to chat and catch up with others in a pleasant, quiet environment.
Our thanks to The Moody Mare for the use of the facility and the service provided.

Is it half time yet ?
I am guessing that there may be some speculation amongst readers as to the “radio silence” regarding my Elan
restoration. I am pleased to report that progress is being made but at a much slower rate than originally
intended. This has been due to a combination of vacation and more than expected charity work.
Furthermore, as I write this article the “half time whistle” is about to blow and I am about to go on a further 3
week vacation. Arguably the elapsed time for the first half was longer due to stoppages and “injuries”! Prospects
though for the second half look more promising. The body is back from being resprayed and now installed on a
rolling chassis complete with engine and transmission. Updates (with associated successes / challenges) are as
follows:
1. Bodywork : As mentioned, the car is back from Option One and looking absolutely brilliant. All the “ravages
of time” have been removed. Two downsides though: the bumpers have been incorrectly sprayed gold
(apparently standard for S4 / Sprint but not for an S3 which should be silver). I failed to specify this and
Option 1 didn’t check. However, they have agreed to fix this free of charge.

The other problem is that they did such a great job to make it look so good that they filled in some holes that
are actually needed (those for the side repeaters, the number plate and the vacuum pod fixings). Re-drilling
them fills me with dread in case I damage the superb finish that Option 1 has achieved!
2. Pedal Assembly: The newly restored assembly (see previous article) has now been installed in the car (just
waiting to fit the new clutch master cylinder). When originally removed, the top bracket had about 3 “spacer”
washers per bolt whereas the part manual indicates 1 spacer (no details of thickness). For some unexplained
reason the gap appears to have widened (or it was not properly installed previously). I have created a single
wooden spacer to fill the gap.
3. Engine Protection: As advised by other NKLG members, I have installed the refurbished starter motor and
temporarily rigged up my old solenoid to turn the engine over on the battery with the spark plugs removed. The
biggest challenge was finding how to blank off the oil pressure gauge take off point. Not wishing to damage the
tapped thread of the engine block, it was essential to determine the correct size and thread. As I had the original
connector, I tried a number of standard nuts – none worked. After trawling the internet, I found an indication
that it might not be a bolt thread but a pipe thread. A quick trip to the local plumbing merchants secured the
exact fitting blanking bolt for the princely sum of 50p! This has allowed me to turn the engine over every 1-2
weeks whilst other work progresses.

4. Interior Heater: In a previous article, I reported on the dismantling, restoration and pressure testing of the
heater components. I am pleased to report the unit is now fully re-assembled and fan checked to work (at least
on the dinner table!). Even the old resistor (to provide two speed fan setting) works after more than 50 years!

5. Electricals: Whilst the main focus is on getting to a point where I can start up the engine, I have started to
inventorise all the remaining parts to be restored or replaced. Some are pretty obvious (new fuel tank, vacuum
pods, dashboard etc.), others need to be tested first. In particular some of the electrical equipment and
switches.
The plastic toggle on one switches for the electrical windows had snapped off previously. A replacement switch
(which is sprung both ways) costs circa £50. With great trepidation, I managed to remove the tiny pin that holds
the toggle in place. Then at a recent visit to the Beaulieu Spring Autojumble (see below), I purchased another
simple on-off switch of the era with the same type of toggle for just £2. On returning home I was able to replace
the broken toggle with the one I bought – The TV programme “Repair Shop” would be proud of me

6. Other: Some readers will know from previous club nights, that I have been concerned about obtaining a
replacement or a repair for a broken rear light chrome
bezel. S3 rear lights (same as a Vauxhall Victor FB) are
extremely rare commodities (current e-bay price for a pair
£425). Whilst not very hopeful, this was my primary
mission when my wife and I attended the Autojumble at
Beaulieu. To my amazement I found an old unbroken
bezel albeit it will need re-chroming, for just £5 (after
haggling!).
Amongst other items, I had on my shopping list were
barrel locks for both the doors and the boot. I was
successful with the exception of the door locks which
apparently you can’t get any more. Nevertheless, I was
given a tip as to how to make the originals work again:
soak them in thinners for 24 hours then use a lightly
greased key to work the pins loose. I have tried it and
Eureka it works!!
Richard L

Bexhill Show - 26 August
Unlike normal classic car shows where attendees are pre-booked, the arrangements for the August Bank Holiday
Monday Bexhill 100 show remain as in previous years. Those wishing to attend should meet on the WEST
promenade adjacent to the SOVEREIGN LIGHT CAFÉ between 8.00 and 9.00 giving us time of a cup of coffee or
even a Bacon sandwich for the early arrivals!

As parking at the show is NOT be pre arranged, the group should enter the show ground prior to 10 am when it
opens to the public e.g say 9.15 at the latest. As previously by entering in convoy we should be able to all park
together so fingers crossed all will be ok.
Vaughn

2019 NKLG Events
Date

July

Sun 14th
th

Thurs – Sun 4 to 7th
Fri – Sun 26-28th
th

Sat 28 July
August

September

Sun11th
Sat 17th – Sun 18th
Mon 26th
Sat 7th TBC
th

British GP
Goodwood Festival of Speed
Silverstone Classic
NKLG BBQ
Herne Bay Classic Motor Show
Biggin Hill Festival of Flight
Bexhill Car Show
Brands Hatch

7 TBC

25th Anniversary Meal

Sun 8th

Kent Classic Car Show, Aylesbury

th

November

Event

Sun 8

Edenbridge Car Show

13th-15th

Goodwood Revival

TBA
Sat 30th

Quiz Night
Christmas meal Hadlow Manor Hotel. Room Rate £87.
Quote 31268 when booking.

TBA:
25th Anniversary celebrations.
Ypres weekend away.
Fish & Chip Run – Short notice, nice weather.
Recharge Run, Dungeness Power Station and Pilot Inn`
Dover Castle Run

